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Since 1992 Ecoline has specialized in the design and 
construction of water treatment plants for food use in the 
private and public sectors.

Ecoline was among the first companies to operate in the 
sector tap water. Thanks to constant investments in
research and innovation projects is able to offer 
technologically advanced products, characterized by high 
quality standards.

The positive results gathered in over twenty years of 
experience and the customer satisfaction has always been a 
source of pride and fixed point from which to start again for 
new challenges.

About us Ecoline has been able to grasp and anticipate the needs that 
are also emerged in other sectors, such as the public one
administration. A path dedicated to quality also appreciated 
by entities, local health authorities and public companies
who choose Ecoline to carry out projects aimed at promote 
energy savings and well-being.
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Ecoline is an Italian company committed 
to bringing pure and healthy water to all 
those who believe that the best water is 
KM ZERO. 

For you and for our planet. 



Ecoline s.r.l. offers facilities
domestic professionals made in
Italy, rigorously certified and 
guaranteed according to 
regulations CE and ISO 22000 for 
safety food.

With an Ecoline system the
saving always coincides with
respect for nature. Help to
reduce plastic consumption and
keep the environment clean.

You save and you earn!
The cost of the treated water is
significantly lower than
that of bottled water.

Our technicians have always 
worked for guarantee the 
assistance you have need, 
keeping efficient and secure 
your system.

Quality

Sustainability

Professionalism

Savings

PURE
WATER 
AT YOUR 
HOME
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With “plastic free” virtuous behaviors are kicked off that revolutionize our 

future way of life.

With ecoline you can avoid hundreds of thousands of abandoned bottles that 

increasingly end up in the sea.

We need a change in behaviour, which requires us not only to stop using 

plastic but, more generally, to put the environment at the center of every idea 

of development and growth.

This change is possible only if it starts from everyday life, from our everyday 

habits, from education to respect for the environment to be passed on to 

future generations.

Plastic Free
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HOUSEHOLD HO.RE.CA.

SERVICES TO 
CORPORATE 
EMPLOYEES

WATER HOUSES

Solutions for
every need
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State-of-the-art plants in the production and purification of

domestic drinking water.

Use of reverse osmosis technology with remineralization 

chamber, microfiltration and ultrafiltration.

 

Purification plants integrating a carbonation system and 

refrigeration to satisfy the needs of lovers cold sparkling 

water, just like at the bar.

Limescale removal systems.

Household



Draft water systems for bars, restaurants, hotels and catering, 

designed to obtain chilled, still or sparkling water.

Connected directly to the water supply they guarantee in each

instant and continuous dispensing of pure water, free from flavors 

and odours.

Personalization of bottles for catering activities.

HO.RE.CA



Dispensing systems that replace the classic plastic bottle 

dispensers, creating a new eco-sustainable vending concept for 

large companies, sports facilities, commercial malls, hotels and 

residences.

Office columns for dispensing room temperature, cold (still or 

sparkling) and hot water.

Ecoline office water dispensers offer numerous advantages in 

terms of efficiency, convenience and savings, alleviating many of 

the problems associated with the management of drinking water 

in plastic gallons (refuelling, transport, storage, disposal of empty 

bottles).

Vending

Services to 
corporate
employees
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The Water house is a “zero kilometer” service as the water supplied 

is supplied directly from the local water network. It is a complete 

project that gives communities the possibility to choose to save 

economic and environmental resources.

Among the advantages of this service: the reduction of costs

disposal of plastic bottles, the reduction of waste accumulation in 

homes and the massive certified economic savings (about $ 600.00 

per year for an average family).

Water house
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Ecoline offers highly professional systems, built in 

compliance with all EU and international regulations.

ISO 22000 certification guarantees reliability of the 

Ecoline production chain in achieving of the specified 

objectives and in compliance with the requirements 

regulations and contracts established by law.

Voluntary adherence to a certified management system 

wants to be a stimulus to continuous improvement 

performance in terms of food safety, as well to a further 

demonstration of reliability and seriousness of the 

company towards customers and end users.

ISO 22000
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UNIVERSITÀ DI BOLOGNA

CAMPUS DI CESENA



www.ecoline-fo.com

ECOLINE S.R.L.
Sede Forlì - via Martoni, 9/11
Tel. 0543 404300
info@ecoline-fo.com


